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Foreword to the first edition
Congratulations on your new doctoral student position! A three-year doctoral program
is waiting for you with great opportunities to do top level research and to prepare your
next career step. We are committed to do our best to support you in this endeavour.
This guidebook should be your first stop when looking for information related to your
doctorate and living in Germany. It includes important instructions and details
regarding your registration at the University, the curriculum, the thesis advisory
committee (TAC), day-equivalents and more. It provides also some information on
social life, as well as contacts and advice in cases of conflict or health problems. We
hope that you find it useful.
Make sure you read it thoroughly and come back to it whenever you have questions
about formalities or whom to contact for further questions. Your feedback will allow us
to update this booklet continuously.

Plön, Germany
March, 2020

Some useful abbreviations used throughout this document
MPI: Max Planck Institute
IMPRS: International Max Planck Research School
MPS/MPG: Max Planck Society (or Max Planck Gesellschaft, in German)
CAU: Christian-Albrechts-Universität (Kiel University)
GEOMAR: GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel
MNF: Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
TAC: Thesis Advisory Committee
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I.

IMPRS

1.
General information
The general concept of the IMPRS is described in https://www.mpg.de/en/imprs as
follows:
“Since 2000, the International Max Planck Research Schools (IMPRS) have become a

permanent part of the Max Planck Society’s efforts to promote doctoral students.
Talented German and foreign junior scientists are offered the opportunity to earn a
doctorate under excellent research conditions. A shared characteristic of the graduate
programs at Max Planck Institutes is a close collaboration with universities.
Currently, there are 65 IMPRS working in close cooperation with universities and other
– sometimes foreign – research institutions. This provides an extraordinary framework
for the graduate students to work in, and is a great advantage in interdisciplinary
research projects, or in projects that require special equipment. Currently, 80 Max
Planck Institutes are associated with an IMPRS.
In general, about half of the junior researchers who receive their training at an IMPRS
are from Germany and the other half from around the world. The principal component
of the 3-year study programme is the doctoral thesis representing a major piece of
independent research, mainly in an interdisciplinary topic. Doctoral students also
benefit from regular workshops, which facilitate exchange of information and provide
students with the opportunity to see their research topic from different perspectives.
The right to confer degrees remains with the respective university. However,
supervising tutors at both the universities and the Max Planck Institutes look after the
students, instruct them and test them.”
The IMPRS for Evolutionary Biology is based on a close cooperation between the Max
Planck Institute for Evolutionary Biology (MPI-EB), the Christian Albrechts University in
Kiel (CAU) and the GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel (GEOMAR).
The graduate school provides its fellows with opportunities for top level research
projects in all areas of contemporary evolutionary biology. Furthermore, the program
serves as an excellent starting platform for a successful career in the fields of
molecular evolution and genomics, behavioural biology, evolutionary theory and
organismal evolution – or a variety of career opportunities outside of academia.
2.

IMPRS organizational structure

a.

Steering committee

The IMPRS is headed by the steering committee with two spokespersons, which,
together with the coordinator of the program, manage all major decisions with respect
to the organization of the program, recruitment of students and new faculty members.
Spokespersons are currently (from 2021): Paul B. Rainey (MPI) and Eva HoltgreweStukenbrock (CAU).
Additional members of the steering committee are: Diethard Tautz (MPI), Arne
Traulsen (MPI), Tal Dagan (CAU), Hinrich Schulenburg (CAU), Thorsten Reusch
(Geomar).

b.

Faculty

The IMPRS faculty currently consists of 35 group leaders from all three participating
institutions. The faculty is actively involved in the recruitment of new IMPRS
candidates and the TAC meetings (see section 2a). Furthermore, they attend IMPRS
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activities, such as the retreat and the rotation presentations. A list of the faculty
members can be found on the IMPRS website.

c.
IMPRS Administration
Contact: Angela Donner, +49 4522 763 233, donner@evolbio.mpg.de
The IMPRS administrator’s major tasks are the preparation and organization of the
recruitment procedure, the support of students in all kind of relevant matters,
coordination of courses and lectures, preparation of retreats (together with the
students), and the administration of the IMPRS website. Furthermore, the
administrator is the intermediary of all IMPRS students and the IMPRS faculty. She
collaborates with the administrative and secretarial staff of the MPI and the University,
the Welcome and International Offices at the MPI and at CAU, and the Graduate Center
of the University.

d.
PhD representatives
Contact: imprsrep@evolbio.mpg.de or individually (list of all PhD representatives)
Internal

•

The PhD representatives, or speakers, are easy-to-reach contact persons for all IMPRS
students. They ensure that the interests of the students in the IMPRS are represented
in general and in the faculty meetings as well as that they are integrated in structuring
the program.
The IMPRS student representatives are elected each year during the IMPRS retreat. Reelection is possible, and preferably, at least one representative from each location
(Kiel: CAU/ GEOMAR and Plön: MPI) should be elected. You can send them your
comments, questions, ideas, concerns etc. via the IMPRS representatives mail address
(see above).

External

•

External representatives are elected for a term of one year by all MPI PhD students.
They represent the institute within the Max Planck PhDnet, which in turn is the network
of all doctoral candidates and student representatives of the Max Planck Society. The
PhDnet was founded in 2003 to improve interdisciplinary cooperation, to optimize
doctoral education and scientific exchange, and to strengthen academic solidarity.

e.

Students

More than 50 doctoral students are currently (August 2021) members of the IMPRS.
They come from 29 different countries with about 80 percent of them from abroad.
There are two ways of becoming a full member of the IMPRS, Track I and Track II:
Track I students constitute the major round of recruitment each year, which is widely
advertised and aims at filling the positions that are provided by the core funding of the
IMPRS and other positions available at the time of the advertisement (e.g., funded
through the ERC or the DFG German Science Foundation). All members of the IMPRS
faculty are involved in the selection process.
Track II recruitments aim at filling individual positions funded by third party sources
(e.g. ERC, DFG) at the time when these funds become available throughout the year
and when the position is dedicated to the subject of the IMPRS EvolBio.
The Track II procedure is started by the PI, registering a new student by sending a letter
or email to the IMPRS administrator that specifies why the student would fit into the
IMPRS (150-300 words). During the first TAC for this student, the TAC members should
make the formal decision to accept the student based on the presented project report.
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II.

FORMALITIES BEFORE AND UPON ARRIVAL IN GERMANY
1.

Visa

Contact: Katharina Schrader (MPI administration), +49 4522 763 323,
katharina.schrader@vw.evolbio.mpg.de
Nationals from Non-EU-Countries need a visa for their residence in Germany. You
have to apply for it in your home country before entering. You will find information of
the requirements for entry here.
Always contact the German Embassy of your home country for further details on what
kind of Visa you should apply for and what kind of documents are required for your
application.
2.

Contracts and Stipends

Contact: Katharina Schrader (MPI administration), +49 4522 763 323,
katharina.schrader@vw.evolbio.mpg.de
Claudia Oražem (CAU graduate center), +49 431 880 1712, corazem@gz.uni-kiel.de
The rules for contracts and payments depend on in which institution you work and on
the sources of funding. While there are continued efforts to unify them, there are still
contingencies that we cannot easily overcome. There are three major types: Stipends,
PhD support contracts and Work contracts. They are compared in the table below,
whereby the € amounts given are rounded approximations for comparisons and
depend on your personal circumstances.
Stipend1

PhD funding
contract2

Work contract3

duration

3 years

3 years

flexible

employment
status

none

comparable to
public service
employment

normal public
service
employment

payment level
per month

1468 €

2670 € first year

incl. subsidies

(65 % of TVöD13)

at least 50% of
TVöD13

social security
and tax
deductions

none

approx. 630 €

minimum 480€

health insurance
cost4

approx. 200 €,
subsidy of 100 €
might be paid

approx. 200 €

minimum 160€

parental
allowance

400 € for the first
child, 100 € for each
additional child

National child
benefit (Kindergeld):
219 € for first and
second child each

National child
benefit (Kindergeld):
219 € for first and
second child each
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1

IMPRS funded positions at the University are stipends:

Stipends constitute an “allowance towards living expenses”. Stipend holders do not have a contractual
employment relationship, meaning that they do not have any obligations to take part in activities not
related to their research project, such as teaching, or compulsory attendance. Stipends are tax-free and
beneficiaries will not pay social insurance contributions like pension insurance or unemployment
insurance, but a health insurance contract is compulsory. The stipend ends automatically with finishing
the PhD (month of the final exam).
2

IMPRS funded and institutional positions at the MPI are special PhD contracts

Doctoral students at the MPI receive a PhD support contract. It allows doctoral students to devote
themselves to their scientific work independently and without restriction. Payment is based on the
Collective Wage Agreement for the Civil Service (TVöD) corresponding to at least 65 % of Pay Group 13 of
TVöD (maximum level 2). Taxes and social insurance contributions (health insurance, nursing care
insurance, pension insurance, unemployment insurance) are directly deducted from the salary. The
contract ends automatically with finishing the PhD (month of the final exam).
3

Work contracts are used for third party funded positions, extensions or wrap-ups

Work contracts give you the same status as a normal employee. At the university, such positions usually
include teaching obligations. Payment is based on the Collective Wage Agreement for the Civil Service
(TVöD) corresponding to Pay Group 13 of TVöD (usually 50%, DFG funded positions and GEOMAR funded
positions are at 65%). Taxes and social insurance contributions (health insurance, pension insurance,
unemployment insurance are directly deducted from the salary). Contracts end after the time specified in
the contract.
4

Health insurance

Stipend holders can take out private insurance or under certain circumstances become voluntary
members of a state health insurance. The costs of private insurances vary depending on the scope of
benefits provided or the age of the person. If you choose a private health insurance that covers the same
conditions as a state health insurance, you will receive a subsidy of up to 100 € per month.
Employees with a PhD support contract or a work contract are automatically a compulsory member of a
state health insurance. However, you may choose one among a variety of providers.

3.

Health insurance

Contact: Katharina Schrader (MPI administration), +49 4522 763 323,
katharina.schrader@vw.evolbio.mpg.de
Claudia Oražem (CAU graduate center), +49 431 880 1712, corazem@gz.uni-kiel.de
A health insurance is required by law in Germany. There are two general types of
health insurance: private and state health insurance. You must ensure that you have
comprehensive health insurance cover immediately on entering Germany. This also
applies to members of your family travelling with you. Obtaining the health insurance
that is most suitable to you is in principle your responsibility.

a.

With a stipend:

Stipends are free of taxes and outside the scope of the national insurance system.
Stipend holders can take private insurance or under certain circumstances become
voluntary member of a state health insurance. The costs of private insurances vary
depending on the scope of benefits provided or the age of the person. If you choose a
private health insurance that covers the same conditions as a state health insurance,
you will receive a subsidy of up to 100 € per month. Students at the CAU have to
submit their proof of health insurance to the graduate center to get the subsidy
contribution.
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b.

With a work contract:

Employees with a PhD support contract or a work contract are automatically a
compulsory member of a state health insurance. However, you may choose one
among a variety of providers.
4.

What needs to be done upon arrival in Germany

Contact: Angela Donner (MPI Welcome Office), +49 4522 763 233,
welcome@evolbio.mpg.de

Surya Prasad Tiwari (Doc pilot at CAU graduate center), doc-pilot@uv.uni-kiel.de
Nancy Smith (CAU Welcome Center), +49 431 880 2727 , welcomecenter@uv.uni-kiel.de
For a detailed explanation on which arrangements and formalities need to be
completed before and after arriving to Germany, please check the brochures Welcome
to Germany and the MPI Welcome booklet, which you received upon arrival.
This checklist provides the most important actions after arrival:
Registering at the residents’ registration office ‘Rathaus/Bürgerbüro’
Obtaining a residency permit
Opening a bank account
Finding permanent accommodation

•
•
•
•

a.

MPI Plön

The MPI Welcome Office is happy to assist you with all formalities you need to deal
with upon arrival.

b.

Kiel University
•

Doc-Pilots

The doctoral student’s support service of the Graduate Centre (Doc Pilots) can help
finding accommodation and dealing with the city administration, banks and
insurances. It can also help with planning childcare and other questions that relate to
your arrival in Kiel.
•

The Welcome Center at Kiel University

The CAU Welcome Center offers services to international scientists and scholars
coming to Kiel University. The center can inform you on matters such as visas,
residence permits, housing, health, liability and accident insurance, registering as a
resident, how to open a bank account, the tax office and matters regarding
accompanying family members.
The CAU’s Welcome App provides information and guidance for international doctoral
researchers from departure in their country of origin to their arrival at Kiel University.
Most of the information is also very useful to non-Kiel residents.
•

The International Center of the CAU

The CAU International Center coordinates most of the international partnerships and
co-operations. The International Center is also in charge of the admission of
international (doctoral) students, and it offers advice to foreign students and scientists
throughout their stay in Kiel. It provides information about financial aid and
international exchange programs for German students, graduates and scientists. It also
offers courses and seminars designed specifically to address the needs of graduate
students from abroad.
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5.
Track I students: rotation period
Before transferred in their PhD contract, Track I doctoral researchers start their doctoral
phase with a training period of six months in their supervisor’s research group after
their arrival in Germany. This training phase serves to upskill them for the needs of
their doctoral project and should ideally include one internship in another research
group of the IMPRS. The aim of the rotation is to familiarize newly recruited doctoral
researchers with the IMPRS and vice versa. In addition, they can learn new methods
and techniques needed for their doctoral project.
The rotation(s) can be done in the participating institutions, ideally in one that is not
the doctoral researcher’s home institution. The location for the rotation is chosen
together with the supervisor so that the interests and skills of the doctoral researcher
are complemented.
During the training period, all IMPRS doctoral researchers receive financial support.
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III.

DUTIES AS A DOCTORAL STUDENT

Contact: Angela Donner (IMPRS administrator), +49 4522 763 233
donner@evolbio.mpg.de
1.
Registration at the CAU Kiel
Most of you will defend your thesis at the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
(MNF) at Kiel University. The graduation criteria are laid down in the Faculty´s Doctoral
Degree Regulations, which require also a number of formal registration actions. Your
registration at different places with different forms and requirements may seem overly
bureaucratic. We are working to simplify this in the future, but please be aware that all
these registrations come with concrete advantages towards safeguarding your
successful PhD within the IMPRS. You will need to provide copies for all four
registration steps to the IMPRS administrator.

a.
Application for acceptance as a doctoral researcher at the CAU
All doctoral students must register their doctoral project at the Faculty of Mathematics
and Natural Sciences (MNF) in order to be accepted as a doctoral researcher and
entered into the doctoral degree list at the CAU Kiel. This is to ensure that your prior
academic qualifications are acknowledged by the MNF. According to the Doctoral
Degree Regulations Section 4 (2) the application “shall be submitted before the
commencement of work on the doctoral project.” The following two forms must be
filled and submitted with the respective supporting documents:
application form (plus required certificates)
supervision agreement of the MNF
Please read the checklist and the forms carefully, fill them with the help of your
supervisor, gather all supporting documents, such as a copy of your Master degree,
and upload all via the link given on the their webpage. Some MPI students need to
include the application of their group leaders as well (see below). The supervisor also
has to write an email to Gesa Koberg at promotion@mnf.uni-kiel.de to state who will
be the possible second examiner. At least one of the examiners must be an appointed
member of the MNF.
An electronic copy of the letter of acceptance of the MNF and of the signed CAU
supervision agreement need to be sent to the IMPRS administrator.

Important for MPI students/supervisors: As members of a non-university research
institution, most of the MPI group leaders (apart of Professors Baines, Rainey,
Stukenbrock, Tautz, Traulsen, and Emmy Noether PIs) must hand in an application to
the Doctoral Degree Committee (Promotionssausschuss) of the MatNatFaculty for
supervising their students. This has to be done by the respective PI, preferably as a
blanket application for the entire duration of their research group.
In order to apply, you can adapt the application template (in German). Please provide
the following further information with this application: CV, publication list, motivation,
scientific achievements, including how the evaluation of your position as independent
researcher took place. Send all documents by email to Gesa Koberg at
promotion@mnf.uni-kiel.de

Exception: Doctoral candidates who do not find a suitable second examiner at the CAU
might register with another university where they find such a qualified person, e.g. at
the university in Lübeck. The defence would take place at this university according to
their rules and regulations. Such candidates may still become members of the IMPRS
so that they can benefit from the training program.
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b.
Online registration/Survey (PhD statistics)
All doctoral students must register online as doctoral candidates with the CAU . By law,
universities have both the permission and the obligation to collect data from you as a
doctoral candidate and deliver them to the statistical office of the federal state of
Schleswig-Holstein. Please use this link and follow the instructions. You need to
provide a copy of the confirmation email of your registration to the IMPRS
administrator.

c.
Student enrollment at the CAU Kiel
All IMPRS students must be enrolled as students at the CAU. This is necessary to give
you access to all benefits reserved for inscribed students. While this comes with a cost
(currently 204,50 € per semester plus a one-off registration fee of 55 €) this is more
than offset by the benefits. Most importantly, as a registered student, you will get a
"Semesterticket", which is a state-wide transportation ticket that allows you to use
public transport in Kiel and all over the federal states of Schleswig Holstein and
Hamburg. Hence, it includes also the free transport between the institutes in Kiel and
Plön. Further, you can get many student discounts, you are eligible to register for the
sport courses in Kiel, to get advice from the student union executive committee (AStA)
of Kiel University and to use the psychological councelling service of the student union
(Studentenwerk).
Here you can find additional information on the fees to be paid (in German) and the
“Semesterticket” in general (in English).

International doctoral researchers with a foreign qualification have to enroll via the
International Center of CAU. The required documents include the letter of acceptance
from the MNF, the application form for admission to studies for foreign applicants,
Bachelor and Master degrees as certified copies, a copy of their passport, and a
confirmation of their health insurance. The documents have to be submitted by email.
The complete list of documents, plus all information relevant to application, admission,
enrollment and which steps to follow can be found on the website of the CAU (not upto-date, currently under revision!).
CAU’s "Studierendenservice" is the relevant service unit for the enrollment of doctoral
researchers from Germany. Here, you find all relevant information on the required
documents to submit (including the letter of acceptance from the MNF and the “Antrag
auf Einschreibung aus der Online-Einschreibung“).
Here are the general dates to enroll (see “zulassungsfreie Fächer”). As an exception,
international doctoral researchers can apply until beginning of December for the winter
semester or until beginning of June for the summer semester.
Note that you all of you have to re-register and pay the fee each semester. Reregistration needs to be done in the beginning of the year for the summer term and in
the middle of the year for the winter term. You will get a reminder for each term after
the first registration and activation of your student email account.

d.
Registration at the Graduate Center
All IMPRS students must be registered at the Graduate Center. This provides general
support in areas of interdisciplinary qualifications, funding, consulting of doctoral
teams, among others. Most importantly, the Graduate Center offers soft skill courses
relevant for your IMPRS curriculum, as well as German courses. For complete
registration, you need first to be registered with the MNF (see section III.1.a above).
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2.

Other official requirements at the beginning of your PhD

a.

Mandatory Biostatistics course

The CAU offers a biostatistics course in the beginning of each year as part of the
Evolutionary Master program (MAMBE). All IMPRS students should attend this course
ideally in their first year. Information on how and when to register will be sent out by
the IMPRS administrator.

b.

IMPRS student supervisor agreement

Our IMPRS developed an agreement between the student and the supervisor, which
contains detailed information on the program, e.g. general structure, supervision,
thesis and curriculum. The objective of this agreement is to have a written document
for both parties on how the program works and to provide a list of "rights and duties",
which both parts can rely on if any problems occur.
Both, student and supervisor should read this document carefully and sign it. A copy of
the signed agreement should be sent to the coordinator.
This agreement should not be confused with the supervision agreement of the
MatNatFaculty (see above). These are two different documents!

c.

Good scientific practice and legal requirements

All scientific work within the IMPRS is based on the Rules of Good Scientific Practice of
the Max Planck Society. Please read the guidelines carefully and follow them at all
times.
Work in laboratories is subject to security and other regulations. You need to attend
the courses and advice provided by your institute before starting your work in a
laboratory.
Work with animals that are subject to regulations according to the animal welfare law
require to take a special course before handling the animals.

d.
Thesis Advisory Committee
Every doctoral student must have a thesis advisory committee (TAC). The committee
will discuss with you your progress in regular intervals, which should be viewed as
positive check points to assure the quality of your thesis. Furthermore, the TAC
members are possible contact persons in case of conflicts or other problems.
The TAC consists of at least three members. One member is your supervisor, the two
other members are normally also group leaders from the IMPRS faculty, but external
members or an advanced postdoc would also be possible. At least one member should
come from Kiel and one from Plön. The committee needs to be formed within the first
three months after the doctoral project starts. Note that members of the committee
should be independent of one another.
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3.

Throughout your PhD

a.

Thesis Advisory Committee meetings

The TAC and you meet at least once per year throughout your project. It is your task to
organize these meetings. The first meeting should take place as soon as possible after
formation of the TAC. Please use https://terminplaner.dfn.de/ to comply with the MPS
rules for finding a date for the meetings.
At the latest one week before every TAC meeting you must send a written report to
your TAC members and the coordinator (please use this cover page). During the
meeting you will present your plans (especially in the beginning of your doctoral
project) and results or possible problems you have encountered during your work. The
committee will discuss the results, possible new ideas, and help solve problems. You
will provide a list of courses taken (see below) so the TAC members can make
additional suggestions for participating in specific teaching modules that could
complement your skills. At the end of every meeting, the normal procedure is that your
supervisor leaves the room so that you are able to discuss any problems with the other
members of your committee, if needed. On the other hand, the committee members
also have the possibility to be able to discuss without the student.
After the meeting, you should write a protocol based on the established protocol form,
make sure that you and your supervisor sign it, and send it to your TAC members and
the IMPRS contact person.
Checklist
To ease the preparation for the TAC, a checklist for TAC meetings has been set up. In
the checklist you will find information about how to organize this meeting, what
documents need to be prepared and sent and what topics should be talked about
during the meetings.
Do not forget to send these documents to the IMPRS Contact person:
✓ TAC report
✓ TAC protocol signed by at least the student and the supervisor
✓ list of courses
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b.

Curriculum and Day-equivalents

All IMPRS students need to complete a curriculum of modules before they can submit
their thesis. There is a high flexibility for the combination of modules to support the
specific scientific interests, as well as for providing general soft skills. It is
recommended that the choice of modules should be discussed with the supervisor
and/or the thesis committee.
To make the time investments comparable, we calculated a "day-equivalent" (d.e.)
factor for each module, based on the approximate time that one is spending for it. You
must achieve a minimum of 60 day-equivalents over the three-year doctorate period.
This may initially sound much, but you will realize very soon that it is actually straight
forward to achieve this.
Modules include courses, lectures, seminars and soft skill training. Further, laboratory
exchanges, participation in conferences as well as the organization of conferences or
the IMPRS retreat are highly supported elements of the teaching curriculum. It is
generally up to you how you distribute these elements over the entire period of your
PhD time.
You need to provide documentation for the attendance of each module to the IMPRS
administrator.
Overview of activities and corresponding d.e.
Activity

Day-equivalents

Lectures/seminars

2 day-equivalents per 1
hour (per week/ per term)

Journal Clubs and Lab
seminars

2 day-equivalents each per
year

Practical courses

1 day-equivalent per day or
5 day-equivalents per week

Workshops (with active
participation)

1 day-equivalent per day

Soft skill training

1 day-equivalent per day

Lab exchange

5 day-equivalents per week

Conference visits

4 day-equivalents for
preparing a poster or a talk

Organization of workshops,
conferences, retreats or
internal meetings

5 day-equivalents for
working in the organization
committee

IMPRS or other internal
retreats (research group,
other programs);

2 day-equivalents for
participation with talk or
poster

Internal meetings, such as
Aquavit or DOKMA
Teaching (on a complete
voluntary basis)
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Here is some further information about the most common curriculum activities:
•

Lectures/seminars

Lectures and seminars serve to enhance the doctoral student's conceptual
understanding of specific topics in evolutionary biology. They are usually offered by
IMPRS faculty members and can change over the years. This is complemented by
participation in ongoing group seminars and journal clubs.
•

Practical courses

Practical courses usually take place over one to two weeks and provide an opportunity
for the doctoral candidates to learn specific methods or techniques. Faculty members
offer these courses but external courses can be attended too.
•

MAMBE courses

The Master of Science in Molecular Biology and Evolution (MAMBE) at Kiel University
is an international program, taught entirely in English. Together with several
collaborations, it specifically combines the areas of evolution and molecular biology.
The program begins every winter semester, in October. Specific basic courses can be
attended by IMPRS students if places are available.
You can find the complete list of courses including descriptions, names of course
leader(s) and registration deadlines here. Note that there are limited places for many of
these courses, so you should contact the course leader early if you are interested in
attending one of them. For these courses, registration is not done through the
university, but directly by writing an email to the course leader.
•

Transferable skills/ Soft skill training

Soft skill courses train transferable or personal skills, which should improve the
student’s employment opportunities and future career performance in or outside
academia. Possible topics are presentation skills, grant writing, paper writing,
teamwork, time management or job application. They are mostly coordinated and
offered by the Graduate Center of Kiel University (only registered students) but also by
the IMPRS, and the MPG. Ideally, each student should visit several such courses.
A list of upcoming courses can be found here.
•

Lab exchange

Lab exchanges within the IMPRS are meant to offer doctoral students the option to
gain insight into another project or a new technique. They are organized on an
individual basis between students who are interested. They usually last one week.
•

Conference visits

Starting in the second year of thesis, each IMPRS student can apply to visit
international conferences, under the condition of presenting a talk or a poster. For
funding opportunities see section c, below.
•

Organization of workshops, conferences or internal meetings

IMPRS students are invited to engage in organizing workshops or the IMPRS retreat.
Each student should participate at least once in an organization committee.
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•

IMPRS retreat

Once a year, the students together with the IMPRS coordinator organize a retreat
where they present their projects in short talks and/or posters. Two guest speakers are
invited each time and serve as opponents for the students. Furthermore, organizational
questions for the IMPRS program are discussed during these days and student
representatives are elected.
Besides the scientific impact, the social component is important during the retreat. It
gives the students and faculty members the possibility to get to know each other better
and to discuss scientific topics and other matters on a relaxed basis. This significantly
improves our IMPRS community.
Also retreats of other programs of which you are member, or group retreats can be
counted.

c.

Workshop and conference funding through the IMPRS

The IMPRS provides some central funding for attending (international) workshops and
conferences. All IMPRS members can apply for up to three such trips during their PhD
time (note that additional trips may be funded by other sources). Applications for
international conferences can be made from the second year onwards, including the
option for one application after the submission of the thesis to present the results of
your thesis. Note that you need the support of your supervisor for all applications.
Application deadlines are on January 15 and July 15. The steering committee ranks all
applications and funding is provided in dependence of the total funds available.
An application form, including all requested information, such as an abstract
(conference visits are only fundable under the condition that a talk is given or a poster
is presented), an explanation about the clear focus on evolutionary biology of the
conference and a statement of the supervisor needs to be submitted to the IMPRS
administrator. Please read further instructions and guidelines before applying.

d.

Publications

The IMPRS must be listed in the acknowledgments of all publications involving all
IMPRS students with the text: "NN was supported by the International Max-Planck
Research School for Evolutionary Biology (IMPRS EvolBio)".

e.

Possible extensions of the doctorate time

Doctoral funding is provided for three years and you are encouraged to submit your
thesis within this time. If an extension is needed (two times for six months each
maximum), further financing should come from your supervisor’s funds. This also
means that all IMPRS faculty members accepting a doctoral student are expected to
ensure that the funds required for a possible extension are available. If an extension is
envisaged, the TAC needs to support this, i.e. organize a TAC meeting in time to allow
the decision to be taken.

f.

Wrap-up funding

The doctoral funding ends at the end of the month in which you defend your thesis.
Your supervisor should then ensure a wrap-up funding for an additional six months
period to write publications and prepare your next career step (e.g. write an application
for postdoc funding). In case a supervisor cannot provide such additional funding, the
IMPRS might help if the budget allows it. The respective funds available for this, as
well as the application procedure are announced by the spokespersons, normally twice
a year. Please check well in advance to the completion of the thesis the options for
wrap-up funding with your supervisor.
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4.

Concluding your PhD

a.
Thesis submission and oral examination process
Contact: Angela Donner (IMPRS administrator), +49 4522 763 233,
donner@evolbio.mpg.de
Gesa Koberg (CAU Dean´s Office), +49 431 880-1539, promotion@mnf.uni-kiel.de
The submission and successful defence of your thesis at the end of your doctorate
program entitles you to the German doctoral degree "Doctor of Natural Sciences" (Dr.
rer. nat.: doctor rerum naturalium), which is considered to be the equivalent to the
international academic degree "Doctor of Philosophy" (Ph.D.). For most students, the
doctoral degree is awarded by the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences of the
Kiel University. Other arrangements are possible in special circumstances.
Here you find all important information on the procedure including contacts, forms
needed to be filled and a detailed checklist on the thesis submission and oral
examination process. A summary is provided in the following sections.
The candidate is responsible for organizing the defence. This includes submitting the
document, defining the date and finding a venue (a lecture room at the University of
Kiel), establishing the Examination Committee including a chairperson, and collecting
and returning the examination documents at the Dean’s Office.
Gesa Koberg from the Dean’s Office can provide the detailed information.
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b.

Dissertation formatting

The dissertation can be produced as a monograph, cumulative dissertation or as a
combination of both. Full official details can be found here.
The monograph represents a comprehensive unitary study of a research topic. It does
not contain any articles published in journals or chapters from books. A dissertation
will also be classed as a monograph where the development of publications from the
monograph is envisaged at the time of submission. The monograph is structured as
follows: introduction, materials and methods, results, discussion, bibliography and
appendix.
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The cumulative or publication-based dissertation draws on previously published
articles in peer-reviewed journals or book publications. Even though setting a standard
is difficult in such a diverse faculty, in the case of the MatNatFaculty, a cumulative
dissertation must contain at least 3 articles in peer-reviewed journals, with at least 2
having been published (i.e. a DOI can be quoted). The doctoral candidate must have a
significant role in these publications documented in a detailed declaration of own
contributions to the publications.
Cumulative dissertations must also contain connecting elements (introduction,
connecting passages, methods section, comprehensive presentation of underlying
data material, categorization of the research issue and contextual connections between
the articles).
The combination dissertation is a monograph that includes one or two articles
previously published (with DOI) or submitted in peer-reviewed journals or book
publications. In the case of publications, the candidate's own contribution must be
clearly stated in a separate declaration. Additionally, in the case of combination
dissertations, the publications must be incorporated into the dissertation itself and not
presented purely as an additional element.
The doctoral dissertation may be written in German or English. It should contain a onepage abstract in German and English.
In case you add a digital supplement to your thesis, please follow these guidelines:
During writing of the thesis put your digital supplement in an open repository online.
Find a directory of scientific data repositories best fitted for your data at "re3data". If
there is no open repository in your field, you might also use the "Zenodo" repository at
CERN, which is open for submissions of all types of research data. Those repositories
will provide you a DOI (digital object identifier) that you should insert in your thesis.
If you need any assistance or have further questions, please contact Thilo PaulStüve at the Kiel library (phone: +49 431 880 1969, mail: paul-stueve@rz.unikiel.de).
In case you did not do the previous step before your thesis submission, do it
afterwards. Add DOIs to your thesis and submit it online.
In case you need assistance contact Thorsten Wetzenstein (phone: +49 431 880
2740, mail: wetzenstein@ub.uni-kiel.de).

c.

Thesis submission

The application for admission to the doctoral examination procedure must include:
Four copies of the dissertation, including a bound signed statement confirming the
following:
•
that apart from the supervisor's guidance the content and design of the
paper is all the candidate’s own work;
•
whether the thesis has already been submitted either partially or wholly
as part of a doctoral degree to another examining body and whether it
has been published or submitted for publication;
•
that the thesis has been prepared according to the Rules of Good
Scientific Practice of the German Research Foundation;
•
if an academic degree has ever been withdrawn
A brief outline of the applicant’s academic career, including details of nationality,
degree programme and number of semesters spent at individual universities (does not
have to be bound in the thesis).
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Supporting documents for the required studies with the associated certificate and any
other certificates of institutions of higher education.
Current certificate of good conduct for presentation to an authority (Führungszeugnis
für Behörden – Beleg-Art O), purpose of use: doctoral degree (no more than 6 months
old, to be applied for at the Bürger und Ordnungsamt (previously:
Einwohnermeldeamt): Take CAU’s checklist with you to proof necessity of this
certificate and the address it is to be sent to. Submit receipt of 13 € service fee with the
rest of your documents, waiting for the actual certificate to arrive at CAU may prolong
the process.
Two persons suggested by the supervisor as the possible second examiner using this
form (in German).
Two copies of a letter written by the supervisor on the doctoral researcher’s own
contribution to publications that are the work of several authors.
These documents need to be submitted to Mrs Gesa Koberg.

d.

Thesis examination committee

The thesis examination committee has to consist of at least 4 examiners appointed and
invited by the Dean upon suggestions by the doctoral candidate and the supervisor.
The chair of the committee needs to be part of the "Prüfungsausschuss" (doctoral
degree committee) or should be a chair or a deputy of the section committee.
However, she/he cannot be a member of the working group in which the doctoral
dissertation was written.
The supervisor will be first examiner. Furthermore, a second examiner and at least
another university lecturer or private lecturer or adjunct professor who is member of
Kiel University or another university has to be part of the thesis examination
committee. Ideally, you already have asked the people of your choice if they would be
willing to be members of your examination committee. The candidate’s suggestions
will be accepted where possible.

At least one of the examiners must be an appointed member of the MatNatFaculty .
This is especially important if the supervisor is a member of the MPI. Your supervisor
officially needs to suggest two persons as possible second examiner with an extra
form included in your submission documents (see link above in the “Thesis
submission” section).
The majority of the thesis examination committee’s members must be members of the
faculty awarding the doctorate (MatNatFaculty). For example, if the ratio is two faculty
members vs two external members, you need to find a fifth committee member who is
part of the faculty.
Group leaders that are not official members of the MatNatFaculty can apply to the
Dean of the faculty to act as first examiners when they are supervisors of the doctoral
candidate.

e.

Defence

The defence is carried out in the form of a disputation. The candidate may choose
whether to conduct the defence in German or in English. The defence is open to the
university public. An application to exclude the university audience must be wellgrounded. (“I do not have the confidence for it" or "I am nervous" are not acceptable
reasons.)
The defence consists of a presentation of the dissertation by the doctoral candidate
lasting around 30 minutes, and a subsequent discussion with the Examination
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Committee on the topic of the dissertation and related fields lasting between 45 to 60
minutes.
For the overall grade, the mark for the dissertation is counted 60%, the mark for the
disputation 40%. At the end of the disputation the committee decides also whether the
dissertation is ready for publication, or whether amendments are necessary.
Please note that the process has been adapted to the Corona pandemic
https://www.mnf.uni-kiel.de/en/promotion-habilitation/prom?set_language=en
You will find updated information on their checklist for doctoral candidates.

f.

Thesis publication

A dissertation that is acknowledged as ready for publication must be supplied to the
faculty and published on the University server within one year of the oral examination.
If the dissertation needed an amendment after the disputation, the supervisor informs
the Dean once it is ready (this may be communicated by email). In this case, an extra
copy for the Dean's Office is to be enclosed with the copies for the University Library.
You can find more information on the required documents in the checklist on thesis
submission and oral examination process, the information sheet on the publication of
dissertations, and the information on electronic publishing, all provided by the Faculty
of Mathematics and Natural Sciences.

g.

Doctoral degree certificate

The doctoral degree certificate will be presented to the doctoral researcher by the Dean
within the scope of an award ceremony generally held once a semester. Upon request,
the certificate can also be issued in the Dean's Office after meeting all the
requirements. Once the candidate has received the doctoral degree certificate, he/she
is entitled to include the doctoral degree title as part of his/her name. Before this, the
candidate is not permitted by the University to use the doctoral degree title in any
form.

h.

IMPRS certificate and supplement

After a successful dissertation, each IMPRS participant also receives a certificate of the
IMPRS. This certificate confirms the successful completion of the doctoral thesis within
the IMPRS and lists all courses attended during this time. It can only be issued after
having provided the IMPRS administrator with a scanned copy of the PhD certificate.
Note that proofs of all courses and other IMPRS activities giving credits need to be
complete.
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IV.

SOCIAL LIFE

1.

German courses

Contact: Angela Donner (MPI Welcome Office), +49 4522 763 233,
welcome@evolbio.mpg.de

a.

Courses at the MPI

Currently, the MPI is offering up to two beginner German courses per year for newly
arrived international scientists. IMPRS members working in Kiel are welcome to attend.
These courses are free of charge with regular attendance of minimum 80% of the
classes. One of these courses currently takes place in the beginning of each year, in a
format of 1,5 hours/week during 10 weeks.

b.

Courses at Kiel University

At Kiel University, there are several opportunities for learning German:

The CAU Graduate Center "Conversational German” course

•

It is designed especially for doctoral candidates from abroad and their non-German
partners who would like to learn German for use in daily life. The course takes place
during the weekend at the Graduate Center.
You must be registered with the Graduate Center to participate in this course (see
Section III.1.d.). Partners of registered doctoral candidates may also attend. Here, you
will find further information on how to apply, the teacher and the course itself.

The Department German as a Foreign Language

•

It offers complimentary German classes to support your study or research program, as
well as everyday life at Kiel University or anywhere else in Germany. Courses are
offered at different levels. However, only a limited number of places is available.
You need to be enrolled at the university to take these courses.

c.

Other offers

There are institutions that offer German courses in Plön and Kiel:
Volkshochschule in Plön and surrounding (adult education centre) – in German
Volkshochschule in Kiel (adult education centre) – in German
Inlingua Kiel
Berlitz Kiel
Please contact the institutions directly for information.
2.

Buddy system

Contact: PhD representatives, phdrep@evolbio.mpg.de
The buddy system is a way to encourage contact and exchange between new and old
doctoral students. In this way, new doctoral students will be integrated quickly into the
German system and the IMPRS program, the intercultural life at Kiel University,
GEOMAR and the MPI, or the cultural activities in Kiel and Plön. The system promotes
friendship, and aims to support the new PhD students with their adaptation into their
new life in Plön or Kiel.
Currently, new doctoral students get matched with students in their second year by the
IMPRS administrator. The first contact is arranged by one of the PhD representatives.
The buddies can keep in touch on their own and might meet in their free time as well.
They decide how often they want to meet.
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3.

Other ways to get to know doctoral students

a.

Kiel Graduate Center
Docs Get-Together

•

The "Docs Get-Together"-meetings are a perfect opportunity for you to meet other
doctoral candidates from different countries, to share experiences and exchange ideas,
to enjoy a fun evening and make new friends.
You can find further information about the upcoming meeting here.

Docs Build Bridges

•

"Docs Build Bridges" give you the chance to meet other doctoral candidates at Kiel
University. For this purpose they offer you a range of services, such as meetings,
intercultural exchange or summer parties.

b.

IMPRS social events

The IMPRS office organizes social events for all IMPRS students throughout the year.
Announcements are made by email.
These social events are mainly organized to get together all doctoral students of the
IMPRS and to strengthen the communication between Kiel and Plön students. Also,
new students get to know each other faster and better in social activities.
Usually, money for travel costs and the program, such as entrance fees or guided
tours, are paid by the IMPRS; any food and drinks or additional costs have to be paid
on your own. In general, the student representatives will join these events and take
good care of you.
Any suggestions on where you would like to go or what you would like to visit during
such a social event are welcome and can be sent to the IMPRS Contact person. It is
also possible to organize such an event on your own and get it financed by the IMPRS.
4.

Culture fund

Contact: Diethard Tautz, tautz@evolbio.mpg.de
The culture fund is intended to encourage especially the non-German students of the
IMPRS for Evolutionary Biology and of the Max Planck Institute in Plön (including
Bachelor and Master students) to visit cultural events (concerts, museums, theatre etc.)
in Schleswig-Holstein or Hamburg as well as the top museums in Berlin and Potsdam.
But it is designed such that also German students can participate (see below).
Conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a non-German student can get refunded for two persons - second person can be
anyone, e.g. partner, friend or other (German) student etc.
you need to buy the tickets yourself
prices for tickets should not exceed 40€ per person; when student prices are
available, please use them
eligible events should be explicitly "cultural", i.e. not sport events, pop concerts
or musicals. If you are in doubt, you can ask Diethard Tautz in advance
travel costs are refunded according to public transport costs, even if you use
other transport means
for the time being, there is no restriction on the number of events you can visit
per year
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Additional conditions for Berlin and Potsdam:
•
•
•
•

applies to the top 20 Museums in Berlin and the Bundestag.
The eligible Potsdam museums are listed here.
You can combine more than one museum in one trip. Internet pre-booking of
tickets is advisable for some of them.
You can charge for travel plus accommodation up to 100€ per person.

Refunds:
The eligible student sends an email to Diethard Tautz (tautz@evolbio.mpg.de)
including the total sum requested, the bank account number and scans (or photos) of
the respective tickets.
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V.

IN CASE OF PROBLEMS

Wherever people come together, there will be conflicts and problems. Unresolved
conflicts may have an impact on the overall working climate and may significantly
affect your motivation.
However, you do not have to find a solution by yourself, if you find yourself in a
conflict or problematic situation. There are different points of contact depending on
whether it is a conflict with your peers, with superior or subordinate staff members,
whether you feel discriminated against due to your personal situation, or if you are
currently unable to perform the way you wish you could, owing to professional or
private issues.
1.

Contact persons for General conflicts / Bullying
•

Supervisor

Your supervisor is always your first point of contact when it comes to conflicts within
the team, with your peers from your own unit or from other units.
If your supervisor is involved in the conflict, or if you would generally prefer more
distance and confidentiality, there are further points of contact that will provide help
and advice for finding a solution:
•

Members of the Thesis Advisory Committee

Members of the TAC can be contacted either in the context of a TAC meeting or at any
other time. They can help to resolve conflicts with the supervisor or even help to find a
new supervisor.
•

Works Council

The Works Council with its members is the workforce representation of all staff
members of your Institute. It is bound to confidentiality and will only act in
coordination with you.
All members of the Central Works Committee can be contacted.
o
o

o

Contacts and further information on the works council of the MPI can be found
here (only available for MPI members).
Contacts and further information on the works council of the CAU Kiel can be
found here (site only in German). General contact: prw@personalrat-w.unikiel.de
Contacts and further information on the works council of GEOMAR can be
found here.
•

IMPRS/PhD and Postdoc coordinator

The IMPRS/PhD and Postdoc coordinator of the institute might be a contact person if
you feel troubled or in a conflict situation. She is an independent contact and might
help with finding a solution or redirect you to any other responsible person if needed.
o

IMPRS/PhD and Postdoc coordinator´s mail address:
friederike.von.cossel@evolbio.mpg.de
•

PhD representatives

The representatives are contact persons for any issue. They might be able to solve a
minor problem on their own but they can also redirect you to any other responsible
person if needed. They also might help you seek for help regarding specific issues by
contacting the PhDnet.
o

IMPRS representatives mail address: imprsrep@evolbio.mpg.de
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•

Employee and Manager Assistance Program (EMAP)

EMAP is a professional, external and anonymous counselling service for employees
and executives as well as stipend holders working for or being connected to the MPG.
This means that also IMPRS students at the CAU and GEOMAR can use this service. It
is provided by the Fürstenberg Institute.
The service is available to you if you need support with professional, personal or
health-related issues: in person, by phone or online around the clock, as well as in
emergencies at night, on weekends and on public holidays. The counselling is offered
in German and English. Spanish, French, Dutch, Russian and Turkish are also available
if the need arises.
How does the service work?
The Fürstenberg Institute guarantees anonymity and absolute discretion, and will treat
all information and data strictly confidential. The first step is to get an appointment
with a counsellor who can help you with your specific needs. This can be done by
calling the 0800/387 78 36 (from other countries 00800/38 77 83 62), or through an
online formulary on the website (www.fuerstenberg-institut.com). After identifying the
topic of the counselling, you will be put in touch with experts in psychology, medicine,
health science, etc. Upon request, you may also arrange a personal consultation
appointment at a location near you or use the video-chat or text-chat options. For a
detailed list of the kind of topics that you can consult, take a look at the website.
When asked about who your employer is, please mention the MPG (this also applies
for IMPRS students working at the CAU or GEOMAR). IMPORTANT: In case of an
emergency, let them know and you will be immediately forwarded to a counsellor or
receive a same-day appointment.
What issues can the EMAP help you with?
•

•

•

Professional and workplace-related topics (e.g. occupational stress situations
and conflicts, how to deal with increasing demands, change processes,
decision-making, time- and self-management)
Health and mental issues (e.g. stress and exhaustion states, psychosomatic
complaints, sleep disorders, risk of addiction and addiction itself).
Personal issues that affect your job in the workplace (e.g. work-life balance,
relationship problems, coping with crisis situations such as illness, death, grief,
financial difficulties, debts).

Therapy referral service
Most of the times, problems can be resolved when talking about them and with the
help of advice. In case the counsellors of EMAP will indicate a need for therapy during
the initial contact or over the course of consultation, you may benefit from the
Fürstenberg Institute’s therapy referral service.
Assistance will be provided regarding advice about a suitable form of therapy, search
for a suitable outpatient or inpatient therapy place, support with necessary application
procedures.
2.

If mediation is needed
•

MPI

According to the mediation guidelines of the MPG, every MPI employee is entitled to
apply for arbitration. This process is only possible in the case that complaints or
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disputes cannot be settled at an institute. The works council can give you more advice
in the matter.
•

IMPRS – Kiel (CAU and GEOMAR)

Two persons of trust have been assigned to the CAU Graduate Center to mediate and
give guidance in cases of difficulties or conflict related to doctoral studies.
Please approach Sabine Milde (smilde@gz.uni-kiel.de) at the Graduate Center for a
short talk (personally) to decide if asking for assistance from a person of trust would be
helpful. In this way they can also recommend one of the persons of trust in particular,
depending on your needs. After this initial interview you should contact the person of
your choice by email.
3.
Mental health problems
You are in physical or mental distress? You are currently unable to perform the way
you wish you could, owing to professional or private issues? Then do not hesitate to
get help! In addition to contact persons at the institute, there are also public
counselling and emergency services as well as medical help available. All
conversations you have with any of the persons below are treated confidentially.
In case of emergency:
o

o
o

The Emergency Room of the psychiatrical-psychotherapeutical institute in Kiel
(ZIP-Zentrum für Integrative Psychiatrie) is open day and night: You can call the
reception at +49 431 50 09 80 08,
Niemannsweg 147, 34105 Kiel;
Social Psychiatric Office: Fleethörn 18-24 (Haus der Gesundheit), phone: 0431/
901-21 10 (Mon – Thu 8 am – 16 pm, Fri 8 am – 1 pm)
Call 112 in a life-threatening situation!

Public counselling - support in English:
o
o
o

o

o
o

Call the Crisis Hotline Referral Service: +49 177 81 41 510
Call the International Helpline (in Berlin): +49 30 44 01 06 07 (between 6 – 12 pm)
For PhD students enrolled at CAU: Psychosocial consultation by the student
union (site in German but contact available)
Mail: psychologen.ki@studentenwerk.sh
or by phone within the office hours: +49 431 8816 325 (Mon+Wed 2-3 pm)
For PhD students enrolled at CAU: Social Counselling Service International
Counselling centre of the student union, Leibnizstraße 12–14 (Mensa II) in Kiel
(room 01), sozialberatung@studentenwerk.sh
For PhD students enrolled at CAU: Psychological and social support of the CAU
(information in German but contact available)
Contact a physician or psychologist

Here are some tips in order to get a doctor's appointment (further information can be
found in the booklet “Living and working in Germany”):
o
o
o

Contact your health insurance
Contact the “appointment service point”
Get a referral from your general physician

Individual Coaching
For PhD students registered at the CAU Graduate Centre: Coaching via the Scientific
Qualification offers might be bookable via the Graduate Center (financed by the
IMPRS), contact person Sabine Milde: smilde@gz.uni-kiel.de
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Summary of contact people at each institution
o
o

o
o

Supervisor
Work Safety Officers
•
at the MPI (only available for MPI members)
•
at the CAU
•
at GEOMAR
Any official representative or other person of trust
Company physicians
•
at the MPI: Please contact the Work Safety Officer for further information
(only available for MPI members).
•
at the CAU (site only in German)
•
at GEOMAR: Please contact the Work Safety Officer for further
information.
4.

Contact persons in case of scientific misconduct
•

Ombudsperson

The ombudsperson provides confidential advice in the case of conflicts that relate to
matters of good scientific practice. These conversations are treated confidentially.
Further information on the guidelines for good scientific conduct and the contact
persons can be found here:
at the MPI (only available for MPI members)
at the CAU
at GEOMAR
5.

Contact persons in case of discrimination
•

Gender Equality Officer

You may contact the Gender Equality Officers of your institution, if you are under the
impression that general principles of gender equality are not complied with. All
conversations are treated confidentially.
Gender Equality Officers at the MPI (only available for MPI members). Alternatively,
you may also contact the Central Gender Equality Officer of MPS.
Gender Equality Officer of the CAU
Gender Equality Officers at GEOMAR
•

Diversity Officer (at the CAU Kiel)

The Diversity officer at the CAU Kiel represents the interests of all members of Kiel
University, in particular those of students and doctoral candidates and is part of the
planning and organization of study and teaching, research, training and administration
or the reduction of still existing barriers and disadvantages.
The Diversity Officer provides anti-discrimination counselling to the CAU students and
doctoral students.
•

Representative Council for Individuals with Severe Disabilities

If you are a staff member with severe disabilities and feel discriminated against due to
your status, you may contact the following people:
Representative for Individuals with Severe Disabilities at the MPI (only available for
MPI members)
Team for Individuals with Severe Disabilities at the CAU (site in German only)
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Representatives for Individuals with Severe Disabilities at GEOMAR
•

Employer's inclusion representative

All employers must appoint an inclusion representative to represent them in matters
concerning individuals with disabilities. In addition to the overall inclusion
representative of the MPG, local representatives are appointed at each institute who
are responsible locally and work closely with the representatives of individuals with
disabilities, the works council as well as the competent authorities. Please ask the
works councils or the administration of your institution for further contacts.
6.
Contact persons in case of Sexualized Acts
The Code of Conduct or policy against sexualized discrimination, harassment and
violence that was introduced at the beginning of 2018, highlights that the Max-PlanckGesellschaft does not tolerate any misconduct in this context and it also specifies a
procedure for handling conflicts. The CAU and GEOMAR have similar regulations.
You may contact the Gender Equality Officers at your institution regarding matters of
sexualized discrimination, harassment and violence. Furthermore, you can also contact
any member of the respective Works Council. In general, an initial complaint may be
submitted informally. A written record of the incident that is signed by the complaining
individual is required for the initiation of any further steps.
7.
External legal consultation (only available for MPI members)
Victims of bullying, harassment, sexualized assault or discrimination are also able to
consult a law firm for further information. This consultation is free of charge for MPI
members. The lawyers will accept your information or complaints and give an
assessment of whether these are likely to be legally relevant. It is up to you to decide if
and to whom your report will be passed on. The confidants are bound to absolute
secrecy if you wish so. Further information can be found here.
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VI.

LIST OF DOCUMENTS IN THE (INTERNAL) SHARE

1.
➢
➢
➢

2.
➢

General information

MPG brochure “Living and Working in Germany”
MPI and IMPRS Welcome booklet
Rules of Good Scientific Practice

Official IMPRS information

IMPRS agreement between the student and the supervisor

Rotation
✓

Rotation cover page

✓ Rotation guidelines
TAC
✓
✓
✓
✓

Checklist TAC meeting
Cover page for TAC report
Form for protocol of the TAC meeting
Template for list of courses

IMPRS conference funding
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Application Form for IMPRS conference funding
Instructions and guidelines for IMPRS conference funding
Form Travel Request
Form Travel Reimbursement - Plön
Form Travel Reimbursement - Kiel
Form Travel Reimbursement in advance

3.
Official CAU information
Enrollment as PhD student
➢

CAU International Center for internationals
✓ declaration of enrollment
✓ application form for admission to studies for foreign applicants

➢

Studierendenservice for Germans
✓ Erklärung zur Einschreibung für das Studienziel ‘Promotion’

Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
➢

Doctoral Degree Regulations of MatNatFaculty

Registration of PhD project
✓
✓

Application form to register the PhD project with the MatNatFaculty
Supervision agreement of the MatNatFaculty

✓

Application template for MPI group leaders in order to apply for supervision of the PhD
candidate

Dissertation
Checklist on thesis submission and oral examination process
Form Admission to dissertation
Form Suggestion to suggest second examiner for dissertation
Information sheet on the publication of dissertations
✓ Form Publication of dissertation
✓
✓
✓
✓
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VII. SUMMARY OF MOST RELEVANT CONTACTS
IMPRS and MPI PhD/postdocs: Angela Donner
Contact person for any questions related to the IMPRS, PhD education or defence of
thesis
Phone: +49 4522 763 233, Email: donner@evolbio.mpg.de
Current IMPRS doctoral student representatives (2020 – 2021):
General contact: imprsrep@evolbio.mpg.de
Individually:
Jule Neumann (MPI): neumann@evolbio.mpg.de
Natasha Puzovic (MPI): puzovic@evolbio.mpg.de
Wagner Fagundes (CAU): wfagundes@bot.uni-kiel.de
Pauline Bufard (MPI, external): buffard@evolbio.mpg.de
MPI administration: Katharina Schrader
Contact person for any questions related to your contract or stipend (e.g. during IMPRS
rotation period), Visa or health insurance
Phone: +49 4522 763 323, Email: katharina.schrader@vw.evolbio.mpg.de
Welcome Office (MPI): Angela Donner
Contact person for any questions related to formalities upon arrival and German
courses (available for all IMPRS members)
Phone: + 49 4522 763 233, Email: welcome@evolbio.mpg.de
Doctoral candidate’s support service of the CAU Graduate Centre:
Email: doc-pilot@uv.uni-kiel.de Braulio Borges Barreiros
Doctorate Office of MatNatFaculty: Gesa Koberg
Contact person for any questions related to thesis submission and oral examination
process
Phone: +49 431 880 1539, Email: promotion@mnf.uni-kiel.de
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